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 Kako uci u originalni  kodni broj....................

Click on the manufacturers list below to find the instructions for your model

ALPINE AUDI BECKER BLAUPUNKT BMW CHRYSLER CITROEN CLARION

DAEWOO FIAT FORD FUJITSU GRUNDIG HITACHI HONDA JVC

KENWOOD NISSAN OPEL PANASONIC PEUGEOT PHILIPS PIONEER PORSCHE

RENAULT ROVER SAAB SEAT SONY VAUXHALL VOLKSWAGEN VOLVO   

Alpine
P05269484AB

Return to Menu

P05269484AB

Code entry is only possible when the main display shows "CODE"
If the display does not appear to change when the code is entered, then the unit is Codelocked,
and will require Decoding to reset.
The Code is entered by pressing the corresponding presets in order.
But take care as you may only have one attempt !

eg:- if your code number is 4332
Press Preset "4" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "2" once only
The Radio will now display "ON" and should now function.
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Return to Menu

CONCERT 7646248380

Return to Menu

Becker
Please phone for details 

Return to Menu

Blaupunkt
AUDI CONCERT 7646248380 BETA BOSTON CC20 BOSTON CC22 CAR300(D)

CITROEN PF1(A) CITROEN PH1(D) RENAULT H0 RDS TRAVELPILOT RNS149 VERONA CR43

Return to Menu

BOSTON CC20     BOSTON CC22     CITROEN PF1(A)     VERONA CR43

Code entry is only possible when the main display shows " COD ". 
If the display shows "- - -" then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Press Preset "1" and the display will show " 0 0 0 "
Press Preset "1" to give the first digit, this can only be a " 1 " or a zero, shown as a blank
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
Press the tuning " ^ " button to enter the code.
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Return to Menu

CITROEN PH1(D)       RENAULT H0 RDS     

Code entry is only possible when the main display shows " CODE ". 
If the display shows "- - -" then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Press Preset "1" and the display will show " 0 0 0 0"
Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
Press Preset "6" to enter the code.

Return to Menu

CAR300(D)

Switch On the Vehicle Ignition and press and hold the "AS" button as you turn the unit on.
The Radio will beep followed by "10 - - - -" on the display.
If the display shows "SAFE" then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
Press and hold the "AS" button to enter the code.

Return to Menu

BETA

Switch On the Vehicle Ignition and turn the unit on.
The Radio will display "SAFE" followed by "1000" after 5 seconds
If the display continues to show "SAFE" and a number in the bottom left of the display,
then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
Press and hold the ">>" button to enter the code.
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Return to Menu

TRAVELPILOT RNS149

Turn the unit on, the CODE screen will be displayed after the Startup screen has finished.

Press "<<" or ">>" to select the first digit, and press "OK" to enter
Press "<<" or ">>" to select the second digit, and press "OK" to enter
Press "<<" or ">>" to select the third digit, and press "OK" to enter
Press "<<" or ">>" to select the fourth digit, and press "OK" to enter
The code should now be displayed on the screen.
Press ">>" until the cursor reaches the return symbol at the far right of the screen,
and press the "OK" button to enter, where the radio will now power up. 

Return to Menu

AUDI CONCERT 7646248380

Press and hold "TP" and "RDS" and turn unit on. Display will show "SAFE" followed by "1000".
Press preset "1" repeatedly to select the first digit
Press preset "2" repeatedly to select the second digit
Press preset "3" repeatedly to select the third digit
Press preset "4" repeatedly to select the fourth digit
The code should now be displayed on the screen.
Press and hold "TP" and "RDS" to enter the code, and the radio will now power up. 

Return to Menu

BMW
BAVARIA C BUSINESS RDS KE-92ZBM

Return to Menu

Chrysler
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P05269484AB

Return to Menu

Citroen
CITROEN PF1(A) CITROEN PH1(D) PU-9667A

Return to Menu

Clarion
PU-9534A PU-9536A PU-9667A PU-9679A PU-9715A SAAB 42 32 765

Return to Menu

PU-9534A       PU-9667A

Code entry is only possible when the main display is blank. If the display shows a series of digits, then the unit 
is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.
The Code is entered by pressing the corresponding presets in order.
But take care as you may only have one attempt !

eg:- if your code number is 4332
Press Preset "4" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "2" once only
The Radio should turn on automatically.

If the Number you have entered is permanently displayed, it is incorrect and now Codelocked.

Return to Menu

PU-9679A

Code entry is only possible when the main display shows a flashing "CODE IN"
If the display shows "SECURITY", then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.
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The Code is entered by pressing the corresponding presets in order.
But take care as you may only have one attempt !

eg:- if your code number is 4332
Press Preset "4" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "2" once only
The Radio should turn on automatically.

Return to Menu

PU-9715A       SAAB 42 32 765

Code entry is only possible when the main display shows "CODE IN"
If the display shows "- - - -", then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.
The Code is entered by pressing the corresponding presets in order.
But take care as you may only have one attempt !

eg:- if your code number is 4332
Press Preset "4" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "2" once only
The Radio should turn on automatically.

Return to Menu

PU-9536A

Code entry is only possible when the main display is blank. If the display shows a series of digits, then the unit 
is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.
The Code is entered by pressing the corresponding presets in order.
But take care as you may only have one attempt !

eg:- if your code number is 4332
Press Preset "4" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "2" once only
The Radio should turn on automatically.

If the Number you have entered is permanently displayed, it is incorrect and now Codelocked.
A Common fault of this unit is for the On / Off Switch to jam - phone for details. 
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Return to Menu

Daewoo
AKF-9637WG-RE (TANK)

Return to Menu

AKF-9637WG-RE (TANK)     

Code entry is only possible when "CODE" is flashing, and the display shows "- - - -" when turned on.
If the display shows "ERR", then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

The Code is entered by pressing the corresponding presets in order.
But take care as you may only have up to three attempts !

eg:- if your code number is 4332
Press Preset "4" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "2" once only
The code will display on the fascia for a second or two, and should then turn on automatically.
If "- - - -" is now shown, then the code entered was incorrect.

Return to Menu

AD182H

Return to Menu
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2001 2005  89FB-18K876-AB 2006 RDS  91FB-18K876-AA 2006 RDS  92FB-18K876-AA

2006 RDS  93FB-18K876-GB 2008  93AB-18K876-BB 2040  93AB-19B160-AC ESRT32PS

3000 2 CH  96FP-18K876-EB 3000 2 CH  96FP-18K876-EC 3000 TRAF  96FP-18K876-FC 3000 TRAF  XS6F-18K876-BA

4000 TRAF  97FP-18K876-GA 5000 RDS  96AP-18K876-AC 5000 RDS  96AP-18K876-CA 5000 RDS  96AP-18K876-CC

5000 RDS  97AP-18K876-LA 5000 RDS  98AP-18K876-BA 6000 CD  97AP-18C815-HA 6000 CD  98AP-18C815-CA

7000 RDS  95GB-18K876-BA 7000 RDS  95GB-18K876-BC 7000 RDS  97AP-18K876-EA

Return to Menu

2001      2005  89FB-18K876-AB      ESRT32PS

Code entry is only possible when the three lines are flashing. If the three lines are permenently lit, then the unit 
is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display press Preset "4" to enter.

A common fault of this unit is for the Display to go very dark - phone for details. 

Return to Menu

2006 RDS  91FB-18K876-AA     

Code entry is only possible when the display shows "CODE" and the four " - - - - " lines are flashing.
If the four lines are permenently lit, then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display press "SELECT" to enter.

DO NOT attempt to remove the tape, the unit has an electronic eject mechanism - Damage is Gauranteed!!
A common fault of this unit is for one channel to go down on the cassette deck - phone for details.

Return to Menu
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2040  93AB-19B160-AC

Code entry is only possible when the four " - - - - " lines are flashing.
If the four " - - - - " lines are permenently lit, then the unit is Codelocked and will require Decoding.

Press "AMS >>" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press "SCAN" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press "PLAY/STOP" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press "<< REW" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display press "SHUFFLE" to enter.

Return to Menu

2006 RDS  92FB-18K876-AA        2006 RDS  93FB-18K876-GB       2008  93AB-18K876-BB 

When this unit first powers up, a Registration number or message is shown. Press "SELECT".
Code entry is only possible when the display shows "CODE" and the four " - - - - " lines are flashing.
If the four lines are permenently lit, then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display press "SELECT" to enter.

DO NOT attempt to remove the tape, the unit has an electronic eject mechanism - Damage is Gauranteed!!
A common fault of this unit is for one channel to go down on the cassette deck - phone for details.

Return to Menu

3000 2 CH  96FP-18K876-EB        3000 2 CH  96FP-18K876-EC        3000 TRAF  96FP-18K876-FC 
3000 TRAF  XS6F-18K876-BA        4000 TRAF  97FP-18K876-GA        5000 RDS  96AP-18K876-AC 
5000 RDS  96AP-18K876-CA        5000 RDS  96AP-18K876-CC        5000 RDS  97AP-18K876-LA 
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5000 RDS  98AP-18K876-BA        6000 CD  97AP-18C815-HA        6000 CD  98AP-18C815-CA 
7000 RDS  95GB-18K876-BA        7000 RDS  95GB-18K876-BC        7000 RDS  97AP-18K876-EA

Code entry is only possible when the display shows "CODE" and the four " - - - - " lines are flashing.
If the four lines are permenently lit, then the unit is Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display press preset "5" to enter.

Return to Menu

Fujitsu
Please phone for details 

Return to Menu

Grundig
AD182H BETA 5 SC303D SC303D(C)

Return to Menu

SC303D     SC303D(C)

Code entry is only possible with the ignition lights turned on. If the Display continuously shows "SAFE", then the 
unit may be Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Switch Ignition on and then turn radio on.
Display will show "SAFE" followed by "10 - - - - ".
Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display, press and hold Preset "AS" for around 10 seconds, or 
until the unit "beeps".

A common fault of this unit is of ineligible Display and Digits missing - phone for details.
A common fault of this unit is for pre-sets to fail, making Code entry difficult - phone for details.
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If the word "DISPLAY" is shown then an incorrect fascia has been fitted - phone for details. 

Return to Menu

BETA 5    

If the Display continuously shows "SAFE", then the unit may be Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Turn radio on.
Display will show "SAFE" followed by "1000".
The Code is entered by pressing the corresponding presets in order.
eg:- if your code number is 4332
Press Preset "4" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "2" once only
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display, press and hold Presets ">>" & "SCAN" simultaneously 
for around 10 seconds, or until the unit "beeps".

Return to Menu

AD182H    

Code entry is only possible with the ignition lights turned on. If the Display continuously shows "SAFE", then the 
unit may be Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Switch Ignition on and then turn radio on.
Display will show "SAFE" followed by " - - - - ".
Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display, press and hold Preset "TP" for around 10 seconds, 
"SAFE" will then be shown and the unit will turn on.

Return to Menu

Hitachi
Please phone for details

Return to Menu
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Honda
DC681/90

Return to Menu

JVC
Please phone for details

Return to Menu

Kenwood
KDC-8060R KRC-758R

Return to Menu

KDC-8060R     

Turn the radio on and the display shows " CODE - - - - "
Press Preset "1" repeatedly until your first digit appears.
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until your second digit appears.
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until your third digit appears.
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until your fourth digit appears.
If your code is now shown, press and hold the "Disp/Text" button for a few seconds.
When the word "APPROVED" is shown, your code has been accepted.

A common fault of this unit is for the Mask fascia to stop rotating - Phone for details

Return to Menu

KRC-758R     

Turn the radio on and the display shows " CODE - - - - "
Press Preset "1" repeatedly until your first digit appears.
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Press Preset "2" repeatedly until your second digit appears.
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until your third digit appears.
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until your fourth digit appears.
If your code is now shown, press and hold the "CLK" button for a few seconds.
When the word "APPROVED" is shown, your code has been accepted.

A common fault of this unit is for the Mask fascia to stop rotating - Phone for details

Return to Menu

Nissan
Please phone for details 

Return to Menu

Opel
SC303D SC303D(C)

Return to Menu

Panasonic
Please phone for details

Return to Menu

Peugeot
PU-9534A PU-9536A PU-9679A

Return to Menu

Philips
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CCR800 DC570/60 DC661/62 DC670 DC670/60 DC670/77 DC679 DC681

DC681/60 DC681/79 DC681/90 DC710/60B DC751 DC752 SC201D(C)

Return to Menu

DC570/60     DC670     DC670/60     DC670/77     DC681     DC681/60     DC681/79     DC681/90    

If you have a rotating digit on the left, then the unit is codelocked, and will have to be decoded to reset.

Turn the radio on and the display shows " - C - "
Press Preset "1" and a "-" will appear.
Press the tuning "up" or "down" buttons to show your first digit.
Press preset "1" to enter, and the "-" will move along to the next entry."
Press the tuning "up" or "down" buttons to show your second digit.
Press preset "1" to enter, and the "-" will move along to the next entry."
Press the tuning "up" or "down" buttons to show your third digit.
Press preset "1" to enter, and the "-" will move along to the next entry."
Press the tuning "up" or "down" buttons to show your fourth digit.
Your code number should now be shown on the display.
If it is shown incorrect, power off the radio and start again.
If it is correct, press preset "1" to enter. This is accepted by a two tone beep.

A common fault of this unit is of a dark / ineligible Display and / or Digits missing - phone for details.
A common fault of this unit is for the tape deck to "Click" or tape stuck inside - phone for details.
A common fault of this unit is to turn on playing "MW" when turned off on "FM" - phone for details.

Return to Menu

DC710/60B

Turn the radio on and the display shows "ROVER" followed by "CODE"
Press Preset "1" and "0 - - -" will appear.
Press the tuning "<" or ">" buttons repeatedly to show your first digit.
Press preset "1" to enter.
Press the tuning "<" or ">" buttons repeatedly to show your second digit.
Press preset "1" to enter.
Press the tuning "<" or ">" buttons repeatedly to show your third digit.
Press preset "1" to enter.
Press the tuning "<" or ">" buttons repeatedly to show your fourth digit.
Your code number should now be shown on the display.
If it is shown incorrect, power off the radio and start again.
If it is correct, press preset "1" to enter. This is accepted by a two tone beep.

Return to Menu
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DC679     

Turn the radio on and the display shows " CODE "
Press Preset "1" repeatedly until your first digit appears.
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until your second digit appears.
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until your third digit appears.
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until your fourth digit appears.
Your code number should now be shown on the display.
If it is correct, press preset "5" to enter. This is accepted by a two tone beep.

A common fault of this unit is for the tape deck to "Click" or tape stuck inside - phone for details.

Return to Menu

DC751     DC752 

Code entry is only possible when the display flashes " CODE "
If the word " CODE " does not flash, then the unit is codelocked and will require decoding to reset.
The Code is entered by pressing the corresponding presets in order.
But take care as you may only have one attempt !

eg:- if your code number is 432
Press Preset "4" once only
Press Preset "3" once only
Press Preset "2" once only
The Radio should turn on automatically.

A common fault of this unit is for the tape deck to "Click" or tape stuck inside - phone for details.

Return to Menu

SC201D(C)

Code entry is only possible with the ignition lights turned on. If the Display continuously shows "SAFE", then the 
unit may be Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Switch Ignition on and then turn radio on.
Display will show "10 - - - - "
Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display, press and hold Preset "AS" for around 10 seconds, or 
until the unit "beeps".
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Return to Menu

CCR800

Code entry is only possible with the ignition lights turned on. If the Display continuously shows "SAFE", then the 
unit may be Codelocked, and will require Decoding to reset.

Switch Ignition on, Press and hold Preset "AS" and then turn radio on,
keeping "AS" pressed for around 10 seconds.
Display will show "10 - - - - "
Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display, press and hold Preset "AS" for around 10 seconds, or 
until the unit "beeps".

Return to Menu

DC661/62

Switch on the unit, the display will show "Cod". Press "P1-7" and a "-" will be shown on the left.
Press ">1<" repeatedly until the first digit is correct and press "P1-7" to enter.
Press ">1<" repeatedly until the second digit is correct and press "P1-7" to enter.
Press ">1<" repeatedly until the third digit is correct and press "P1-7" to enter.
Press ">1<" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct.
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display, press "P1-7" to enter
there will be a two tone beep, and the unit will turn on.

A common fault of this unit is for the tape deck to "Click" or tape stuck inside - phone for details.

Return to Menu

Pioneer
Bavaria C Business RDS KE-92ZBM

Return to Menu
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Bavaria C Business RDS       KE-92ZBM

Switch Ignition on and then turn radio on.
Display will show "CODE - - - - "
Press Preset "1" repeatedly until the first digit is correct
Press Preset "2" repeatedly until the second digit is correct
Press Preset "3" repeatedly until the third digit is correct
Press Preset "4" repeatedly until the fourth digit is correct
If you now have the correct Code shown on the Display, press and hold tuning button ">" to enter.

Return to Menu

Porsche
Please phone for details 

Return to Menu

Renault
DC661/62 DC679 RENAULT H0 RDS

Return to Menu

Rover
DC570/60 DC670/60 DC681/60 DC710/60B

Return to Menu

SAAB 

PU-9715A SAAB 42 32 765

Return to Menu
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Seat
Please phone for details 

Return to Menu

Sony 

2040  93AB-19B160-AC

Return to Menu

Vauxhall 
CCR800 DC670 DC681/79 CAR300(D) SC201D(C) SC303D SC303D(C)

Return to Menu

Volkswagen
BETA BETA 5

Return to Menu

Volvo
DC670/77

Return to Menu




